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With the high complexity of modern day microprocessors and the slow

speed of cycle-accurate simulations, architects are often unable to adequately

evaluate their designs during the architectural exploration phases of chip de-

sign. This thesis presents the design and implementation of the timing par-

tition of the cycle-accurate, microarchitecture-level SFFSim-Bear simulator.

SFFSim-Bear is an implementation of the speculative functional-first (SFF)

methodology, and utilizes a hybrid software-FPGA platform to accelerate sim-

ulation throughput. The timing partition, implemented in FPGA, features

throughput-oriented, latency-tolerant designs to cope with the challenges of

the hybrid platform. Furthermore, a fault injection framework is added to

this implementation that allows designers to study the reliability aspects of

their processors. The result is a simulator that is fast, accurate, flexible, and

extensible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the design of a modern microprocessor, architects need to model

and predict the characteristics of their concepts long before an implementa-

tion could be created. This allows them to adjust their designs to meet the

necessary product requirements. However, in a world of increasingly complex

processors, modeling the processor becomes slower and slower relative to the

actual speed of the product being designed. Thus, it has become very dif-

ficult to precisely characterize the behavior of the final product, such as its

performance or reliability, across a wide range of situations.

Modeling performance allows one to discover and eliminate bottlenecks

in the design, while modeling reliability allows one to determine the effects of

any faults in the processor and aids in the implementation of any necessary

protection.

In particular for reliability, smaller fabrication technologies cause future

processor generations to be more susceptible to faults. Namely, processors will

typically become more vulnerable to 1) external environmental factors (such

as neutron or alpha particles strikes), 2) internal circuit variations (such as

coupling, leakage power, noise), 3) manufacturing defects, and 4) wearing out
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of circuit elements. These vulnerabilities lead to various types of faults in the

processor, which may eventually manifest as incorrect application-level behav-

ior. Generally, the first two aforementioned cases produce transient errors (also

known as soft errors), as the corruption happens once in time and is unlikely

to be repeatable. The latter two scenarios yield permanent, or hard errors, in

which a portion of the circuitry becomes permanently unable to produce some

correct values. As the name implies, permanent faults are repeatable if the

same computation is performed again.

In order to cope with these uncertainties, designers employ a wide range

of tactics at multiple levels of the design, such as adding margin to the sizing

of transistors, reducing the operating frequency, or using error detection and

correction techniques in the microarchitecture, operating system, and even the

application itself. However, with shrinking process technologies, the relative

margin at the circuit-level required to maintain long-term reliability grows

larger. Hence, low-cost error detection and correction has become a major

area of research. Unfortunately, there is a very limited number of ways for

researchers and designers to evaluate their techniques, as errors are often un-

predictable in time and place of occurrence, and the techniques must be applied

at an early stage of the design, long before an implementation is available.

Ideally, researchers and designers studying a processor design would

not need a final implementation (as RTL or actual chip) of that processor to

evaluate their ideas. Thus, a simulator is needed to evaluate a model of the

processor. Furthermore, the simulator and the model must be accurate enough
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to capture the details of how a fault would propagate through the processor’s

internals, but must be fast enough to run real-world software to evaluate the

final effect of the fault on the end-user. In particular, such a model must

be representative of the microarchitecture of the processor on a cycle-by-cycle

basis to accurately predict the propagation of faulty values. Conveniently, such

a simulator can also be used to determine the performance of the processor.

Hence it can serve both purposes.

In this thesis, I constrain the topic of reliability simulation to transient

faults, as opposed to all faults in general. This is because transient faults occur

very rarely and unpredictably, and accordingly require low-cost solutions, as

opposed to spending vast resources on a heavyweight solution that will only be

used very infrequently. This scenario further underlines the need to simulate

real-world software for long time periods, due to the sporadic nature of the

problem, and that the few bits affected by such faults may not propagate far

enough to affect the software application or its end-user.

My solution to the performance and accuracy demands of the simulator

is to build the SFFSim simulator controller with a CMP processor model, and

introduce fault injection facilities into SFFSim. SFFSim is a cycle-accurate,

microarchitecture-level simulation controller. As its name implies, SFFSim

uses the speculative functional-first (SFF) simulation methodology [8], which

calls for functional and timing decomposition of the simulator to improve per-

formance while still remaining faithful to the processor being modeled. Al-

though SFFSim itself is perfectly suitable for performance modeling, adding
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the fault injection facilities to SFFSim allows researchers and designers to

utilize its advantages in their reliability studies.

Terminology

In the rest of this thesis, several terms are used with particular mean-

ings. Some of these terms are illustrated in Figure 1.1. In particular, the pro-

cessor and system being modeled in a simulator is called the target, whereas

the system on which the simulation runs is called the host. Usually, there

are no restrictions on how the host system behaves compared to the target

system – they can be similar or completely different. Therefore, the simulator

is the software and any hardware accelerators that run on the host and model

a particular target’s behavior.

SFF is a simulation methodology that defines the separation and ab-

stract protocol between the functional and timing aspects of simulation. A

simulator controller is used to connect these two parts, and consists of a func-

tional controller and a timing controller. These controllers implement the

speculative execution and correction aspects of SFF.

A functional model (FM) describes the behavior of the target’s ISA and

is connected to the functional controller. Similarly, the timing model (TM)

describes the timing behavior of the microarchitecture of the target, and is con-

nected to the timing controller. The grouping of the functional model and the

functional controller forms the functional partition of the simulator. Likewise,

the timing model and timing controller pair forms the timing partition.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of terminology

In our design, the simulator controller, SFFSim, exploits a hybrid

software-FPGA platform. It contains a software-based functional controller,

FMSim, and a hardware-based timing controller, TMSim. This thesis pri-

marily discusses the SFFSim-Bear simulator, which is an instance of SFFSim

configured to model an x86 CMP target [13].

The target itself can be broken into logical target modules. In the

timing model, each target module’s timing behavior is mapped to some timing

module engine, or TME in the TM. Of course, target modules can be arranged

hierarchically (e.g. the processor has many pipeline stages, and each stage has

many smaller modules), and so can TMEs.
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1.1 Contributions of this Work

The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

1. Design and implementation of the TMSim portion of SFFSim.

2. Design and implementation of an SFFSim x86 CMP timing model. With

SFFSim-Bear’s functional partition designed by others, this produces the

entire SFFSim-Bear simulator.

3. Strategies and design methods learned from the implementation of the

above, which are generally applicable to hardware-software co-design of

a nature similar to SFFSim’s decoupled functional and timing partitions.

4. Design and implementation of a fault injection framework in SFFSim,

which allows faults to be injected into the memory hierarchy and their

effects tracked and studied. Using this framework, a researcher may

inject faults at predetermined or randomized times to study the behavior

of the processor and applications in the presence of faulty data.

Providing the fast, accurate simulator, and enhancing it with the fault

injection framework are the key contributions of this thesis.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides back-

ground information on simulation, SFF, SFFSim, SFFSim-Bear, and our im-

plementation environment. Chapter 3 describes the overall execution model

of an SFFSim-Bear. Chapter 4 describes TMSim portion in SFFSim used to

6



support the timing model. This leads to the description of the timing model

of the CMP target in Chapter 5. Then, in Chapter 6, the design strategies and

useful methods acquired from the implementation are summarized. In Chap-

ter 7, the fault injection framework is presented. Finally, Chapter 8 includes

the related works and Chapter 9 concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Simulation

There are many different ways one might go about modeling the char-

acteristics of a processor to determine its behavior. For complex, modern day

processors, architects typically rely on simulation because it is possible to build

a model of the processor more quickly than its actual implementation in HDL

or fabrication of a chip. This is necessary to determine if design goals were

met, and tweak the various portions of the design before committing to a final

version. These simulators operate at the microarchitecture level, and imitate

the behavior of the actual processor on a cycle-by-cycle basis, thus allowing

the final performance or other interesting characteristics to be projected.

For such microarchitecture-level simulators, there are several differ-

ent underlying methodologies. Many simulators, such as SimpleScalar’s sim-

outorder [2], fall in to the monolithic category, meaning the simulator itself

comprises of one large block without any partitioning at the simulator level.

Only at the target level is the simulator divided into separate modules (i.e.

for branch predictor, cache, etc.).

Other simulators are separated into functional and timing partitions.
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With this separation, the functional model in functional partition is responsible

for modeling the ISA – the functionality of the target processor as it appears

to the software running on it. Meanwhile, the timing model in the timing

partition models artifacts of the targets’s microarchitecture, such as resource

usage, pipelines, etc. on a clock cycle granularity to determine the precise

timing of when the target performs operations. This allows the performance

or other interesting metrics to be measured.

There are many ways to implement the functional and timing parti-

tions. The simplest is to run the target’s software in the functional model,

and send a trace of the executed instructions to the timing model. The tim-

ing model then determines how many cycles elapsed for the given trace. This

method is called functional-first, as the functional model executes first, fol-

lowed by the timing model. The advantage of this method is that the func-

tional model is completely decoupled from the timing model. As a result, it

can even be run offline, storing the trace into a file to be used by the timing

model later. This can be exploited to significantly speed up the simulation.

However, the main disadvantage is that speculative behavior and be-

haviors that depend on the precise timing of certain events cannot be modeled

accurately, because the functional model only executes the software based on

the target’s ISA, oblivious to any microarchitectural or timing effects. By the

time the timing model computes the precise timing, it is too late to affect the

functional execution. For example, branch prediction and memory ordering

between threads fall into this category. This effect is termed F-T divergence.
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A solution to this shortcoming was the main goal of the timing-directed

methodology. In timing-directed simulators, the functional model executes

each instruction by stages, such as fetch, decode, issue, etc. At the completion

of each stage, it passes the instruction information to the timing model, which

determines the number of cycles to execute that stage, and gives feedback to

the functional model on the behavior of the target, such as any speculation

that occurred and the delay observed for that stage of the instruction. The

functional model can then use this information to redirect the execution path

or pace the threads accordingly.

Unfortunately, this method introduces a tight coupling between the

functional and timing partitions, because they must be run in lock-step, sig-

nificantly reducing performance of the simulation.

2.2 Speculative Functional-First

In response to the need to be faithful to the target while maintaining

high simulator performance, our research group has devised the speculative

functional-first (SFF) methodology [8]. Like existing functional-first simula-

tors, SFF allows the functional model to execute ahead of the timing model.

However, the functional model makes checkpoints and logs during execution so

that it can roll back to an earlier state. As such, the functional model can be

considered as running the simulation speculatively. Note, this is an orthogonal

concept from a speculative target.

While executing, the functional model sends the dynamic instruction

10



trace to the timing model, which determines the microarchitectural behavior

of the target, including any speculation and timing-dependent events. Should

the timing model detect a mismatch between its execution and that of the

functional model’s, it returns a command to the functional model to roll back

to an earlier state and correct its execution. During this time, the timing

model pauses until the functional model can replay the necessary instructions.

For this reason, the timing model is always true to target behavior, and never

needs to roll back or be corrected itself.

This general strategy can be used to correctly resolve any source of F-T

divergence, such as branch prediction or memory ordering between threads.

Furthermore, assuming such events are infrequent, the functional model runs

mostly decoupled from the timing model, hence maintaining high performance.

In practice, we find this to be the case for speculative behavior of the

target, such as branch prediction. In branch prediction, the functional-first

execution diverges from true target behavior when the target mispredicts, re-

sulting in execution from the wrong path. Because the functional model simply

executes according to the ISA, the wrong path is never executed, and its im-

pact on the target is unknown. When the target correctly predicts the branch,

there is no divergence. With modern-day prediction accuracies approaching

98%, there should be few occurences of F-T divergence from speculative be-

havior. Thus, an SFF simulator only rarely incurs the penalty of the rollback

and correction. Meanwhile, it guarantees that there is no lack of confidence in

the simulation results due to F-T divergence.

11
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2.3 SFFSim-Bear Implementation

To test our ideas, we implemented the simulator controller SFFSim, and

a SFFSim-compatible model of an x86 CMP target. We consider this combi-

nation the entire simulator, called SFFSim-Bear, as depicted in Figure 2.1.

The reason for SFFSim’s placement of the functional and timing par-

titions is a matter of efficiency and performance. While modern-day, super-

scalar, out-of-order CPUs are designed to execute a sequential instruction

stream just like the functional model does for target processor, they are not

well suited for simulating the large numbers of parallel hardware structures in

the timing model. In contrast, hardware is inherently parallel, and thus can

efficiently run the timing model. Moreover, as the timing model needs to be

periodically revised to support new features or timings, we chose to target an

FPGA, which is programmable with relatively quick turn-around times, and

offers most of the performance advantages of hardware compared to software.

Our host platform for implementing this hybrid CPU-FPGA simulator

consists of a commercial off-the-shelf Intel Core i7 workstation, communicating

with a Xilinx Virtex 6 FPGA board over the PCI Express link. The platform

and its available resources are detailed in Table 2.1.
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Parameter Value
CPU : Intel Core i7 980X on X58

Core 6 cores with 2-way SMT (12 threads)
Frequency 3.33GHz
DRAM 24GB
DRAM controller 3 channels at DDR3-1333 (32GB/s)
Chipset link 6.4GT/s QPI (25.6GB/s)
Chipset PCIe 16-lane PCI Express 2.0 (8GB/s)

FPGA: Xilinx Virtex 6 LX240T on ML605

FPGA
241,152 logic cells
37,680 configurable logic blocks (CLBs)
416 36Kb Block RAMs (15 Mb)

PCI Express 4-lane PCI Express 2.0 (2GB/s)

Table 2.1: Host platform resources

On this platform, the functional model, written as x86 software [13],

executes the target’s software application and sends the trace to the timing

model over the PCI Express link. The timing model, implemented using Blue-

spec SystemVerilog [5], models the target microarchitecture’s timing and sends

flow control information and commands back over the PCI Express link.

A major part of this thesis is the implementation of the timing partition

in SFFSim-Bear, while another student has built the functional partition.
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Chapter 3

Execution Model

Figure 3.1 shows the logical overview of the components in SFFSim-

Bear working together to execute target cycles, as described below.

Within the timing partition of SFFSim-Bear, the timing behavior of

target modules are mapped to timing model engines (TMEs) that are imple-

mented on the FPGA fabric. Each TME is time multiplexed to run many

different contexts that represent different cores in the CMP target. A cen-

tralized scheduler instructs all TMEs as to which context is being simulated

on every FPGA host cycle. The individual TMEs load and save the state of

each context using multi-context buffers, or FastPorts, that represent pipeline

registers in the target.

The TMEs use pipelining to improve simulation throughput, employ

mechanisms to tolerate unpredictable latencies in hardware, and are designed

such that only a moderate number of contexts are required for them to reach

full simulation throughput. Such a design allows the TMEs to remain per-

formant in our hybrid software-FPGA platform, on which the communication

delays between the functional and timing partitions are very long (approxi-

mately 10µs). If a particular context is blocked in the TME’s pipeline due to

14
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a long-latency operation, the TME may execute other contexts in the mean-

time. This is performed by using a split-phase transaction, in which the con-

text’s state is put into a buffer when the request is sent, and only when the

response arrives, the context is restarted. Therefore, such transactions may

result in contexts being reordered in the TME’s pipeline as they are executed.

Thus, a barrier synchronization scheme is used at the terminus of all of the

TME’s pipelines to determine when a context has finished execution across all

of the TMEs. Only then is the context returned to the scheduler so it can be

scheduled for the next target cycle.

The TMEs consume information generated by the functional model via

Target Trace Buffers (TTBs). These buffers hold the instruction, micro-

op, and memory access information, such as opcodes, register IDs, addresses,

which are read on-demand by the TMEs in order to perform their modeling of

the target’s timing. In turn, the TTBs are filled by TMSim’s trace streaming

and buffering mechanisms.

TMSim provides for the decoupled execution of the software FM from

the hardware TM by allocating and managing buffer space for incoming trace,

decompressing and decoding the trace to a format usable by the TM, and

finally storing them into the TTBs to be consumed by the individual TMEs.

This allows the FM to execute and generate the trace at its own pace, and

the TM to request any particular context’s information on demand, while still

using reasonable FPGA resources despite the long latency between software

and hardware.
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Because of F-T divergence, it is possible for some information contained

in the trace to be incorrect. For information that could diverge between the

functional and timing models, the timing partition keeps target oracles that

compute the target-correct data at all times. When the TMEs request any

piece of information that could potentially be target-incorrect, TMSim vali-

dates the information in the trace against target oracles before delivering the

requested data. Should a divergence event occur, TMSim sends a command to

the FM to correct the data before the TM proceeds. This process implements

the abstract interfaces defined by SFF and allows the simulator to remain

true to the target. Because such commands to software may take a long time

to be acknowledged, this is one example in which the TMEs use split-phase

transactions to maintain throughput.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Framework

The timing partition of SFFSim-Bear contains two components: the

timing controller known as TMSim, and the actual timing model, or TM. TM-

Sim is part of SFFSim, and is reusable across many different targets, whereas

the TM is specific to one particular target being simulated. This chapter

describes the TMSim component of SFFSim.

In addition to reuse, TMSim provides an abstraction of the outside

world to the TM using a set of simulator services. As such, the TM is isolated

from the peculiarities of the host system and simulator platform on which it

is run. It simply needs to maintain compatibility with SFFSim’s interfaces.

In fact, the abstraction of the host has lower levels, as the TMSim layer

itself uses an abstraction of the host system’s PCI Express interface, which we

term host platform layer. This allows the TMSim component to be portable

across different host systems, even those not based on PCI Express.

4.1 Design Overview

The functionality of TMSim can be divided into several parts. First, it

receives the trace from the FM, buffers it, and manages the available on-chip
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buffer space. Second, it decompresses and decodes the trace into a format

that is usable to the TM. Third, TMSim supports the TM’s execution by

providing a central scheduler to direct the timing model engines and a done

reduction network to synchronize the different TMEs at the end of the target

cycle. Furthermore, FastPorts are included as library modules to assist the

writer of the TM construct the model of the target pipeline. Fourth, TMSim

validates potentially incorrect data when the TMEs access them and generates

commands to the FM if a divergence occurs. Finally, TMSim outputs flow

control information and commands to the FM. The following sections explain

the functionality of each of its components.

4.2 Trace Streaming and Buffering

The input to the TMSim layer from the host platform layer is a single

128-bit wide streaming channel that carries all trace information. We selected

a trace format that was easy to work with, but also compact enough for the

communication bandwidth of our PCI Express-based system.

4.2.1 Trace Format

First, we divide the stream into 64-bit trace entries. Each entry is

processed individually as it enters TMSim. There are eight possible types of

entries, listed in Table 4.1. Most of them are differentiated based on a 3-bit

tag within the entry itself, but the Context and Data types are implied based

on a particular entry’s position within the stream.
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Tag Type Description
Optional Context Start of context with core identifier

0 Header Start of basic block with PC
4 Inst Instruction information
5 Address Memory operation address, load/store, etc.

Implicit Data Memory operation data
1 CmdRespStart Start of Reorder command response
2 CmdRespEnd End of Reorder command response
3 CmdRespSingle Resteer command response

Table 4.1: Types of trace entries

Because TMSim is designed to support a CMP timing model, the trace

must indicate which core’s data is being sent. Instead of tagging each trace

entry with an identifier of the core, which would take up valuable bits in the

trace entry, the trace for one core is sent in chunks, and a Context entry

precedes each chunk.

More specifically, the Context entry contains the core’s identifier field,

called CoreID, along with the number of trace entries that follow for that

given core. After the indicated number has been received, another Context

entry must be in the trace stream. As such, the Context type does not require

any tagging. Optionally, an explicit tag can be added to verify the integrity

of the trace stream, but the lack thereof would not impact functionality.

The Header and Inst trace entries are used to encode instruction infor-

mation. The Header entry indicates the start of a basic block and includes

its PC. The Inst entry denotes the actual instruction, with its opcode, length,

source and destination register IDs, etc. The instruction held in any Inst entry
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belongs to the basic block of the preceding Header entry for that core.

The Address and Data entries hold information about memory oper-

ations. The Address entry contains the memory address, operand size, and

whether the operation is a load or store. The Data entry holds the value of the

load or store operation of the preceding Address entry. In IA-32 (x86), each

load or store can be up to 64 bits, so there is no room for a tag in the 64-bit

trace entries. Thus, a Data entry is implied immediately after reception of an

Address entry for the same core.

The last three types of traces entries – CmdRespStart, CmdRespEnd,

and CmdRespSingle – are command acknowledgment markers from the FM.

They will be discussed later in Section 4.5 about commands. They contain no

data other than the implicit information implied by their position in the trace

stream.

4.2.2 Context Decompressor

Upon entering TMSim, trace entries are directed to the Context Decom-

pressor. This simple module strips out the Context trace entries and attaches

the CoreID field to all other trace entries. This effectively “decompresses” the

Context entry and removes it from the stream. Then, the Context Decom-

pressor forwards the trace stream, now with CoreIDs attached to each entry,

to the Trace Ingress Queue, or TIQ.

Figure 4.1 shows this module and the rest of the trace handling and

output facilities in TMSim.
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4.2.3 Trace Ingress Queue

The Trace Ingress Queue consists of two main data structures and sev-

eral controllers that enqueue into and dequeue from those structures. The

structures are called Instruction TIQ (ITIQ) and Data TIQ (DTIQ). As their

names suggest, the ITIQ holds trace entries related to instructions, whereas

the DTIQ holds trace entries related to memory addresses and values. This

separation is made because the TM consumes instructions from the ITIQ at

fetch time. However, only at decode time are the decomposed micro-ops

matched against their corresponding memory operation information in the

DTIQ. Hence, the single trace stream is divided into the ITIQ and DTIQ

sides.

As each target core executes instructions and consumes the trace entries

at its own pace, both structures are partitioned on a per-core basis, such that

each context appears to have its own queue, independent of others. Hence, we

term these structures multi-context queues.

When the TIQ receives a trace entry from the Context Decompressor,

it goes through a fill controller that directs the trace entry into the correct In-

struction or Data TIQ. In particular, Header and Inst entries are moved to the

ITIQ, while Address and Data trace entries are moved to the DTIQ. The com-

mand acknowledgment markers are used by this fill controller to properly set

its internal state and signal the command-related components (Section 4.5.4).

Observe that because the FM runs decoupled from the TM, there is
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no guarantee that the TM would actually want to immediately use any of

the instruction traces that were filled into the ITIQ or the data in the DTIQ.

Normally, the FM runs ahead of the TM, and would be generating traces for

many instructions into the future. But it’s also possible that the TM would

like to execute an instruction from a core that has no trace available from the

FM yet. Thus, the TM must decide when to dequeue entries from the ITIQ, as

opposed to the ITIQ pushing entries to the TM based on the order it receives

them from the FM.

This leads to building a fetch controller for the ITIQ, which manages

the dequeue process. When the TM decides to fetch an instruction, it makes a

simulator service request, fetch trace, to fetch the instruction’s trace entries.

Along with that request, the TM must provide the PC of the instruction it

intended to fetch. This request enters the fetch controller in the ITIQ, and

would try to dequeue one instruction’s worth of trace entries from the given

core’s ITIQ queue. Typically this means one Inst entry, or one Header entry

and the following Inst entry. If there are no Inst entries available in the ITIQ,

the request is put back on the pending request queue to be retried later.

The fetch controller determines when requests, new and retried, would

be sent out to the ITIQ. It maintains a queue of all pending requests, and

gets updates from the ITIQ that indicate the status of each core’s queue.

When a request reaches the head of the queue, it is sent out to the ITIQ if

the controller believes there is at least one entry in the ITIQ. Otherwise, it is

put into a replay queue. After a few cycles, the requests in the replay queue
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rejoin the main request queue. If a request that was sent to the ITIQ returns

unsuccessfully, it is put back into the request queue. This scheme ensures that

extraneous requests are not sent out to the ITIQ, and that various requests in

the system each have a fair opportunity to be sent out.

When the request successfully dequeues the Inst entry from the ITIQ,

the Header entry’s PC is combined with the Inst entry’s instruction size field

to generate the final PC of the instruction as given by the FM. Of course, a

simple PC counter needs to be kept for each core in order to accumulate the

instruction sizes from the instructions within the basic block. This optimiza-

tion allows a single Header entry to effectively account for all instructions’ PCs

within that basic block, as opposed to the FM having to attach a PC to every

instruction it sends, saving valuable trace entry space.

Next, both the TM’s and FM’s versions of the fetch PC are sent to

the Branch Oracle for to be validated. This step, described in detail in

Section 4.5.1, ensures the TM and FM agree on the instruction fetch path as

required by the SFF methodology.

If the Branch Oracle accepts the FM’s PC, the instruction fetch is suc-

cessful. The instruction trace information is forwarded to TMSim’s Instruction

Decoder and stored into the instruction TTB (Section 4.4.1). A done signal,

but not the actual instruction bytes, is returned to the TM to signify the sim-

ulated instruction can now move to the decode stage. Only a done signal is

sent at this point because TMSim – not the TM – is responsible for decoding

and cracking the instruction bytes into micro-ops. The TM only models the
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time required for decoding, and in SFFSim-Bear it has no use for the raw

instruction bytes. In other timing models, if the target’s decode stage takes

a different amount of time depending on the type of instruction, TMSim can

provide the instruction’s opcode along with the done signal.

If the Branch Oracle rejects the FM’s PC, the done signal is not re-

turned, and the TM’s request is placed back on the fetch controller’s request

queue as described above. Only after the corrected trace is available from the

FM and the Branch Oracle accepts it would the done signal be sent back to

the TM, guaranteeing the TM only acts on target-correct information. More

information about correcting information in the trace can be found in Sec-

tion 4.5.

4.3 Instruction Decode

TMSim’s Instruction Decode decodes the instruction trace, cracks it

into micro-ops, and stores that information into the Target Trace Buffers (Sec-

tion 4.4.1) for use by the TM. Similar to fetching instructions, the TM’s decode

stage makes a simulator service request, decode inst, to start decoding.

The Instruction Decode module reads the instruction bytes and looks

up the microcode tables to construct the micro-ops that compose the instruc-

tion. On each decode inst request, one micro-op is generated and stored to

the micro-op TTB. In addition, if the micro-op is a memory operation, it is

matched with the corresponding entry from the DTIQ, and the memory infor-

mation is moved into the memory operands TTB. After cracking one micro-op,
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a done response is returned to the TM containing the pointers into the new

TTB entries, and the cracking state is saved so the cracker can continue at

the next decode inst request. The last micro-op of an instruction is marked

by a special bit, so the TM continues making requests for one instruction to

be decoded into micro-ops until such a marker is received.

Once the micro-ops are stored in TTBs, all of the information in the

trace is now available for execution, and the TMEs can perform their modeling.

4.4 Execution Support

To assist the TMEs’ execution, TMSim provides several services: 1)

accessing target data in the Target Trace Buffers (TTBs), 2) freeing buffers

allocated to committed instructions, 3) directing TMEs to execute contexts

via a centralized scheduler, and 4) collecting done signals from all TMEs to

determine when contexts are finished and can be rescheduled. In addition,

a set of FastPorts are provided as library modules. They represent pipeline

registers in the target and support multiple contexts suitable for used by the

TMEs.

4.4.1 Target Trace Buffers

Target Trace Buffers, or TTBs, are the final storage structures that hold

the trace data sent from the FM before it is consumed by the TM. Physically,

they are multi-context buffers that allow random access to any entry based on

a CoreID and a pointer. Logically, they hold all target data that is present in
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the target pipeline after the decode/crack stage. It is important to note that

this precisely means that all data in the TTBs must have actually been in the

target. The data could potentially be speculative in the target, but can never

be simulator-speculative data.

There are three TTBs which hold various types of data, and pointers

that link them.

TTB1 holds instruction-level data, such as the size of the instruction,

its PC, and a pointer to its first micro-op’s entry in TTB2.

TTB2 holds micro-op-level data, such as source and destination register

IDs, opcode, last micro-op marker, and a pointer to a memory operands entry

in TTB3 if the micro-op is a memory operation.

TTB3 holds memory access information, such as the memory address

and data value, and whether the operation is a load or store.

The three TTBs and the particular divisions between them were chosen

because they contain three different levels of data and such an arrangement can

store them efficiently. For a complex instruction set architecture such as x86,

one instruction can often be decomposed into several micro-ops. So one TTB1

entry may be associated with multiple TTB2 entries. Furthermore, depending

on the target microarchitecture, one micro-op may contain zero, one, or more

memory operations. In SFFSim-Bear, the microarchitecture supports up to

one memory operation per micro-op, thus there can be up to one pointer to

a TTB3 entry in every TTB2 entry. In other microarchitectures, a micro-
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op may contain multiple memory operations, in which case each TTB2 entry

has several pointers to TTB3 entries, and TTB3 must be sized to hold the

maximum possible memory operations.

Each micro-op in the TM’s pipeline always contains pointers to its

parent instruction entry in TTB1 and its micro-op entry TTB2. At the mem-

ory access stage, the TTB3 pointer is retrieved from the TTB2 entry. This

saves having each micro-op carry all three pointers through the entire target

pipeline when TTB3 is only used in the memory access stage for micro-ops

with memory operations.

It’s worth mentioning that pointers to TTB entries used throughout

the TM are equivalent to having the actual target data. All of the target

data reside in TTBs, and the TMEs can request them whenever it needs a

particular piece of data. This method reduces the need to move large amounts

of target data through the target pipeline stages. Instead, just a few small

pointers – fewer than 8 bits each – are propagated through the TM.

Observe that all TTBs are populated after the instruction has been

validated by the Branch Oracle, ensuring that only instructions and micro-ops

that actually exist in the target are contained in the TTBs, and never any

simulator-speculative ones.

As an optimization, note that the data in the DTIQ is the same as

that in TTB3 – both contain memory addresses, data values, and some in-

formation about each memory access. Hence, those two storage elements are
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implemented as a single physical structure. But as the DTIQ can contain

simulator-speculative data from the FM, there needs to be a mechanism to cor-

rect this dual-purpose structure after the Branch Oracle makes its judgment.

The simple flush mechanism is discussed in Section 4.5 about commands.

4.4.2 Instruction Commit

Once the TM finishes simulating one instruction in the target, it makes

a simulator service request, commit inst, to free all of the TTB entries asso-

ciated with that instruction. Furthermore, the status output function (Sec-

tion 4.6) in TMSim returns the instruction commit number to the FM so the

software can free its own data structures.

4.4.3 MT Scheduler

TMSim provides a centralized scheduler, called MT Scheduler, to time

multiplex all of the contexts onto the TMEs. This is also known as hardware

multithreading [9] [24], and allows one set of TMEs to simulate many cores as

opposed to replicating the TMEs for each target core. This feature drastically

saves hardware complexity and FPGA area when simulating large multicore

machines. The trade off, as expected, is simulation throughput of each core.

The MT Scheduler and its directly associated components are depicted

in Figure 4.2. In this example, hardware multithreading is used to model many

cores, each with a standard 5-stage pipeline.

In the most basic sense, the MT Scheduler is just a round-robin selector
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that picks one eligible context to run on every FPGA host cycle. Once acti-

vated, the context is no longer eligible for another activation until the scheduler

is notified that one complete target cycle has been simulated for that context.

Of course, different contexts may take a different amount of host time to

simulate in the TM depending on the circumstances. For example, simulating a

bubble in the target’s pipeline should be very quick, whereas an actual memory

micro-op may take several host cycles to perform a cache access. Moreover,

it’s possible that one context becomes blocked on a long-latency, split-phase

operation. Therefore, contexts may not finish in the order they were activated.

If one context is persistently delayed while another one is making quick

progress, they would drift apart and become out of sync. To resolve this

problem, the MT Scheduler actually keeps track of the target time of each

context. A configuration setting determines how much slack is allowed between

two contexts, and the scheduler disallows one context from advancing past the

specified number of slack cycles compared to any other context.

The slack cycles comes from the concept of lookahead [12], which is

defined as the maximum distance in the future for one context to be scheduled

and not violate causality (i.e. go out of sync with another context). For our

simulator, it is exploitable in that typically, two contexts – target cores in

this case – cannot communicate instantly in one target cycle. For any two

contexts to observe they are no longer in sync, they must communicate over

the channels in the target, such as a bus or other interconnection network. This

can take multiple cycles. Thus, the lookahead is one less than the minimum
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communication latency between two contexts.

Because the MT Scheduler performs scheduling of contexts for the en-

tire TM, we can conservatively take the minimum of the lookahead between

any two contexts and set it as the number of slack cycles allowed. This pre-

vents two contexts from becoming out of sync and observing any abnormal

behavior.

4.4.4 Ready/Done Networks

The Ready/Done Networks contain two parts: a broadcast network for

Ready contexts, and a reduction network for Done contexts. Here, Ready

is used to describe a context that has been activated by the MT Scheduler,

allowing it to execute on all the TMEs for one target cycle. On the other hand,

Done is used to describe a context that has completed one target cycle in one

or more TMEs, and is waiting for all TMEs to complete it and be returned to

the MT Scheduler.

The Ready contexts are broadcast to the TMEs in a tree-based fash-

ion, with pipeline registers where necessary to meet the host FPGA’s timing

requirements.

The Done contexts are collected using a barrier synchronization scheme

to ensure all TMEs are on the same target cycle for any given context. Because

every TME can finish a context at a different time and can reorder contexts

within its pipeline, one cannot assume all the TMEs will be done with a par-

ticular context on a particular host cycle. Furthermore, the reduction network
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is essentially a very large AND logic across all TMEs. This structure becomes

prohibitive to instantiate individually for every context, and so must be shared

between all of the contexts.

Our solution is to use time-division multiplexing on the AND logic (just

like hardware multithreading itself), and select one of the TMEs as leader to

collect the Done signals from all of the other TMEs. In particular, each of the

TMEs simply keeps a toggle bit vector of all of the contexts that have com-

pleted. The leader is responsible for choosing a context that it has completed

and querying the other TMEs to see if they have also completed it. Once the

leader detects its own toggle bit is the same as all others’, it forwards the Done

signal to the MT Scheduler.

If the collection fails because one or more TMEs have not yet finished

the given context, the leader puts the context into a retry queue. On any host

cycle, an attempt to collect the Done signals from a retried context is made if

there is no other context Done on that cycle, or if the retry queue’s occupancy

has reached a predetermined threshold.

In summary, both the Ready and Done networks support a throughput

of one context per host cycle, which is the same as the MT Scheduler and

hence, fulfill our goal to activate one context per host cycle.

4.4.5 FastPorts

FastPorts are provided as library modules for the writer of SFFSim

timing models. They represent target pipeline registers or FIFOs, and allow
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multiple contexts’ state to be saved in accordance with the requirements of

hardware multithreading. In all cases, they are multi-context buffers of some

sort. Moreover, a TME can read the data in the FastPort by providing a

context identifier, and write data by providing the identifier with the data to

write.

Proper delineation of target cycles is maintained because of the guar-

antees of the MT Scheduler. Precisely, all TMEs must be simulating the same

target cycle of a particular context, if they are simulating it at all. Centralized

scheduling and FastPorts are discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.1.

In the basic case, a FastPort representing a single target pipeline regis-

ter between two pipeline stages is implemented as a multi-context FIFO with

two entries in each context’s queue. Two entries are required because within

one target cycle, there is no guaranteed host ordering of when the producer

stage would enqueue or the consumer stage would dequeue. If the producer

manages to output its result first, it should not be blocked waiting for the

consumer to dequeue the previous value.

The TM writer may wish to chain several pipeline registers together to

model a longer delay between two target modules. For this use case, we provide

a FastPort that represents a chain of n pipeline registers. It is implemented

as a multi-context FIFO with n + 1 entries in each context’s queue. The one

additional space is added for a similar reason as above.

FastPorts are also provided for a target FIFO and a superscalar pipeline
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register. A throughput-limited chain of pipeline registers, in which the max-

imum outstanding operations is less than the latency has been designed, but

not yet implemented.

4.5 Correction for F-T Divergence

As a simulator using the SFF methodology, it is possible for the trace

from the FM to contain incorrect target information. TMSim validates all

possible sources of target-incorrect data when the TM makes a request to get

that data. To do this, it maintains target oracles that always hold the correct

target data. If the data from the trace does not match that in the target

oracle, an F-T divergence is detected, and a command is sent to the FM to

correct it.

4.5.1 Branch Oracle

The Branch Oracle determines if the instruction trace from the FM

matches the TM’s intended fetch path. This check is performed when instruc-

tions are dequeued from the ITIQ. The FM’s PC is compared to the TM’s

to ensure they match. In the common case, the two PCs are equal and the

Branch Oracle accepts the fetch results.

If the FM and TM’s fetch PCs are not equal, then a branch divergence

is detected, the fetch is rejected, and a Resteer command is generated. The

Resteer command redirects the FM to fetch from the TM’s intended fetch PC.

If the user sets the Branch Oracle to always accept the FM’s PC, then
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it appears as if the target has a nearly perfect branch predictor. For instance,

this could be used to determine the best-case scenario for any realistic branch

predictor design. Because the FM always executes according to the functional

path, it is nearly always the right path in case of branches. The only exception

is when a branch is dependent on a value in memory that relies on a particular

memory ordering. As such, if many branches depend on memory ordering in

a particular benchmark, it would be inadvisable to use this method to obtain

the best-case scenario for that benchmark.

4.5.2 Target Memory Oracle

The Target Memory Oracle (TMO) [7] detects F-T divergence for

ordering of memory operations. The source of the oracle information is gen-

erated by keeping a copy of the target’s memory in the TM. This copy of the

target memory is populated whenever the TM executes stores. These stores

are ordered as the target would order them, thus this copy is always target

correct, and is considered the golden version.

Then, when the TM performs a load, the value is read from the golden

version and compared to the value that the FM used for its load, which is based

on a functional copy of the target memory, and is speculative. By performing

the loads and stores to the golden memory in target order, the simulation is

guaranteed to be identical to the target’s behavior. Hence, if the FM used a

different value for its load because it ordered the loads and stores differently

from the target order, the TMO generates a Reorder command to correct the
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FM’s loaded value.

The TM requests the TMO simulator service by simply sending the

memory load or store operation, as indicated by its TTB3 pointer, at the ap-

propriate target time. When requested, TMSim retrieves the memory address

and load/store value from TTB3 and performs the operation on the golden

memory. For stores, the TMO signals done immediately. If the operation is a

load and the values mismatch, the TMO waits until the FM has responded to

the command before it signals done to the TM.

These semantics ensure that the TM never executes beyond the point

at which a divergence has occurred, and thus would always use correct target

information.

Additional information about detection and correction of memory or-

dering divergence in SFF, including examples, can be found in [7].

4.5.3 Simulator Command Controller

TMSim contains a Simulator Command Controller (SCC) to han-

dle divergence events detected by the target oracles. This controller gathers

divergence events, constructs the appropriate commands, and performs ad-

justments in TMSim structures to keep them synchronized with the FM.

As SFFSim detects two types of F-T divergence – branch prediction and

memory ordering – the SCC accepts these two possible divergences. The latter

case is shown as an example in Figure 4.3, in which generating the command
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is marked as step 1. Once the SCC receives the command, it is queued to be

output to the FM.

Of course, because each target core can independently generate either of

these commands, the queues are partitioned on a per-core basis. Furthermore,

it’s possible for a single target core to cause both of them in one target cycle. In

that case, an arbitrary order is picked because the ordering of the commands

to the FM is insignificant – both commands must be acknowledged before

processing for that particular core can continue.

When the output state machine is ready to send the commands to the
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FM, they are read from the SCC’s queues, shown as step 2 in the figure. At

this point, they are considered issued. This is the point at which the hardware

synchronizes with the software, and thus requires a clear delineation of what

has been accepted by TMSim and what is transient in the communication

channel. To accomplish this, several notable actions are taken when commands

are issued.

1. The SCC will not send out any more commands from that target core.

Consequently, it maintains at most one outstanding command to the

FM.

2. The Branch Oracle is set to no longer accept any more instructions for

that target core. Any attempts to dequeue trace from the ITIQ will be

rejected by the Branch Oracle.

3. The TIQ is set to discard any further trace input for that particular core

unless it is a command acknowledgment marker, and all existing trace

entries in the ITIQ and DTIQ are flushed.

4. If the issued command is Reorder, the portion of entries in TTB3 after

the faulting memory operation is cleared.

Once the command is issued, the Output Collector, discussed in

Section 4.6, formats it appropriately for the output channel and passes it on

to the lower layer. This is indicated as step 3 in Figure 4.3.
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Commands typically contain the faulting instruction number, micro-op

number, the correct target oracle data, among other information to properly

synchronize the trace channel with the FM.

4.5.4 Command Response

While the command is being serviced by the FM, TMSim will simply

drop all traces for that core until it observes a command response (also known

as a command acknowledgment marker), depicted as step 4 in the figure. There

are three types of command responses: CmdRespStart, CmdRespEnd, and

CmdRespSingle. In essence, CmdRespStart and CmdRespEnd mark a section

of the trace that replaces a previous section already accepted by TMSim, while

CmdRespSingle denotes the replacement of a single instruction.

More specifically, CmdRespStart marks the start of the FM’s response

to a Reorder command (i.e. memory ordering divergence). The replacement

trace begins at the faulting instruction and includes all subsequent trace en-

tries until CmdRespEnd. CmdRespEnd marks the point of the last instruction

accepted by TMSim. Therefore, the trace between the CmdRespStart and

CmdRespEnd indicators is the portion that needs to be repopulated into the

DTIQ and TTB3. Note that the ITIQ is already flushed. Moreover, TTB1 and

TTB2 do not need to be repopulated in this fashion for Reorder commands,

because the memory ordering divergence could not affect the instructions al-

ready in the target’s pipeline. As a result, instruction-related trace entries are

simply dropped when repopulating. After the CmdRespEnd entry is received,
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the TIQ resumes being filled normally.

For Resteer commands, the CmdRespSingle marker designates the start

of the new instruction path. Nothing special needs to be performed, and the

TIQ is filled normally after receiving it. When the ITIQ subsequently dequeues

instructions for the faulting core, it will receive the newly corrected instructions

from the FM based on the TM’s intended fetch path, and thus will be accepted

by the Branch Oracle.

Once CmdRespEnd or CmdRespSingle is received, the SCC is notified

(step 5 in example) that its command has been acknowledged by the FM and

any repopulation completed. The SCC is responsible for further informing the

Branch Oracle and/or Target Memory Oracle that their outstanding command

has been completed – denoted step 6 in Figure 4.3.

When the SCC notifies the Branch Oracle that a command has been

acknowledged, it begins to accept dequeues from the ITIQ again. For Reorder

command acknowledgments, the Target Memory Oracle responds back to the

TM that it has completed the memory load operation.

4.6 Status and Command Output

4.6.1 Output Format

The output of TMSim to the host platform layer is a random-access

block of memory, containing several pages worth of writable space. This space

is statically partitioned into three sections: flow control pointers, commands,

and command toggles. Consequently, the meaning of each location in this
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output memory is implied by its index. Furthermore, updates to this memory

are designed to be idempotent, so that hardware can update it and software

can read it at their own leisure.

The flow control pointers section consists of a logical TIQ read pointer

and the instruction commit number for each core. The logical TIQ read pointer

provides an abstraction of a single queue to the software, and hides the fact

that the ITIQ and DTIQ are actually separated. The read pointer is computed

based on the minimum space available in the ITIQ and DTIQ, and hence is

always conservative. The instruction commit number is based on, unsurpris-

ingly, the number of instructions committed by the TM, and identifies which

instructions can be freed from the software’s data structures. As both point-

ers are 16 bits, they are concatenated to form a 32-bit entry per core, and

arranged in the RAM space based on CoreID.

The commands section contains the first entry in the SCC’s command

queue for each core. Each command is packed into 128 bits and striped across

the RAM space according to CoreID. If there are no commands pending in

the SCC’s queues, the old data is left there untouched. This also means it’s

unnecessary to clear any commands after they have been acknowledged by the

FM.

The command toggles section contains one bit per core, and is toggled

every time a new command is available for the FM. This provides a straight-

forward and quick way for the software to determine if a new command is

available in the commands section, without examining each entry individually.
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Furthermore, this allows the hardware and software to easily agree on what

the content of the commands section means – whether it is an old command,

an in-progress command, or a new command.

4.6.2 Output Collector

The Output Collector is responsible for gathering the aforementioned

information and writing it into the output RAM space. This finite-state ma-

chine queries the TIQ for the logical read pointer and the SCC’s command

queue for each core in round-robin fashion. Next, it determines the command

toggle bits and generates the directives to the host platform layer to write the

RAM space.
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Chapter 5

Timing Model

For the timing model of the target in SFFSim-Bear, we chose a target

that could clearly demonstrate the memory reordering aspect of F-T diver-

gence. In addition, the timing model of that target must be usable for show-

ing the effectiveness of the fault injection framework for reliability studies.

As such, we constructed a multicore processor with relatively simple in-order

pipelined cores, and focused much of our attention on the memory hierarchy,

such as caching, cache coherence, and the on-chip interconnect.

Core 0

L1 cache

Interconnect

L2 cache

Memory controller

Core 1

L1 cache

Core N

L1 cache

. . .

Uncore

Core

Figure 5.1: Overview of target processor
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Figure 5.1 shows the top-level organization of our target processor.

The TM and TMSim are designed to support up to 256 cores with private L1

caches, and an uncore that consists of the interconnect, a shared L2 cache,

and the DRAM controller. Many modern-day multicore processors can be

characterized with a model similar to this topology.

This target is composed of logically divided target modules such as

the in-order pipeline stages, caches, and interconnect. The timing behavior of

these target modules are mapped onto timing model engines (TMEs) in the

TM. Our TMEs are designed with a host pipeline to achieve a throughput of

one activation per FPGA host cycle. This allows the simulator to complete

one micro-op per host cycle during peak performance.

5.1 Target Core

The target core is a single-issue, 4-stage, in-order pipeline, as depicted

in Figure 5.2. The following paragraphs describe the target’s behavior in each

stage, and how our TMEs are created to model the timing portion of that

behavior.

Execute

Fetch Decode Dispatch
General-
purpose 

unit

L1 cache 

(tag)

L1 cache 

(data)

Complete Commit

Figure 5.2: Target processor core
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5.1.1 Front-end

In the Fetch stage, the core fetches one instruction per cycle. For

simplicity, we use a perfect branch predictor, so the processor knows exactly

which bytes form one instruction. This saves the FM from being redirected to

wrong paths and having to send the functionally-correct target address with

every branch instruction.

In a real variable-length-instruction ISA like x86, this stage would be

equivalent to what is commonly called the predecode stage, where the instruc-

tion line buffer is shifted into position for the decoder to consume the first

instruction. The TME for the Fetch stage calls the fetch trace simulator

service (Section 4.2.3) to get the instruction trace.

In the Decode stage, the core decodes the instruction and cracks it into

micro-ops. Our target cracker can generate one micro-op per cycle. Thus, the

Fetch stage stalls if an instruction generates more than one micro-op.

For each instruction, the Decode TME calls the decode inst simula-

tor service to generate the micro-ops and fill in the target trace buffers (Sec-

tion 4.3). It continues doing so until the micro-op returned is indicated as the

last micro-op for that instruction. Meanwhile, it stalls the Fetch stage.

5.1.2 Back-end

The Execute stage performs the arithmetic computation and memory

access. We simply give the target a general-purpose functional unit to han-
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dle all types of micro-ops that are not memory loads or stores. A private L1

cache for every core handles the memory operations. Both the general-purpose

functional unit and the L1 cache are pipelined and have a throughput of one

micro-op per cycle. Of course, for the cache, this throughput is only main-

tained if the accesses are hits. When there is a cache miss (or partial hit), the

pipeline stalls.

The cache can be configured with any size and associativity. If it is

not direct-mapped, the replacement policy selects an arbitrary way that is

not the most-recently used. (This is the same as least-recently used for 2-way

set associative.) Furthermore, it is a writeback cache with allocate-on-write

policy. All private L1 caches are coherent with each other. Although easily

adjustable with parameters, our most commonly used model has 16KB with

32-byte line size and 4-way set associativity.

In the TME for the Execute stage, the general-purpose functional unit

is simply a chain of pipeline registers represented by a FastPort, because it

can never stall. The L1 cache TME models the tags, permission bits, and

replacement policy. However, the data lines in the cache are unnecessary

because they do not affect the timing of the target processor. As expected,

the opcode of the micro-op is retrieved from TTB2, and if the micro-op is

a memory operation, its operands are retrieved from TTB3. Furthermore,

once a memory operation is completed by the L1 cache, the TMO service

(Section 4.5.2) is called to fill the golden target memory for stores or check the

validity of the loaded value.
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In the Commit stage, instructions are retired in-order once all of its

micro-ops are completed. The TME merely calls the commit inst simulator

service (Section 4.4.2) when it detects the last micro-op of an instruction has

completed.

5.2 Target Uncore

As shown in Figure 5.1, the target uncore comprises of the on-chip

interconnect, the last-level cache (L2 in our case), and the memory controller.

The interconnect is responsible for forwarding four different types of

messages: demand requests, demand responses, snoop requests, and snoop

responses. As expected, the demand requests are from the core’s L1 cache to

the L2 cache, while the demand responses are returned in the other direction.

Snoop requests are made by the L2 cache and distributed to a number of L1

caches, while snoop responses are returned from the L1 caches. Of course,

the latency and bandwidth of each of the four channels depend on the type of

interconnection network being studied.

The L2 cache serves as the last-level cache in our target processor, and

also contains the directory for the MSI cache coherence protocol. Currently,

the SFFSim-Bear target has a uniformly shared L2 cache with multiple ports,

as opposed to having any kind of spatial partitioning. Future timing models

may model different banks to more accurately reflect real-world implementa-

tion details. As with the L1 cache, the L2 cache is easily configured to a wide

range of parameters. Oftentimes, we use a 2MB L2 cache with 32-byte lines
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and 8-way set associativity.

Finally, the memory controller is very basic and services the requests in-

order with configurable static latency and number of requests outstanding. For

demonstrating F-T divergence in memory ordering, fancy memory controllers

and detailed modeling of the DRAM latencies are not required.

5.2.1 Uncore Timing Model Engines

In our implementation of the TMEs modeling these uncore components,

we take a different approach than those of the core, as the requirements are

significantly different.

First, unlike the core, where hardware multithreading is used to time

multiplex all of the target cores onto one set of TMEs, there is only one uncore

in the entire target and hence hardware multithreading is not applicable.

Second, because the uncore TMEs are separate from the ones for the

core, simulating one target cycle of the uncore can take as many host cycles

as it takes to simulate one target cycle for all of the cores. Specifically, for n

cores, it would take at least n host cycles to simulate all of them for one target

cycle in the core’s TMEs, and therefore the uncore’s TMEs can also take n

host cycles to complete one target cycle.

This leads to number three, that the uncore must be kept in sync

with the cores, and cannot run afoul of the lookahead between contexts (Sec-

tion 4.4.3). This is conveniently resolved by assigning the uncore to be a

context – just like all of the cores. Then, the MT Scheduler would duly en-
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force the slack cycles allowed between contexts. Only now, there is one more

context than the number of cores. For the TM, the TMEs for cores would

only execute if they receive a core context, while those for the uncore would

execute if they receive the uncore context.

The overall design of the timing model of the uncore is as follows:

1. The interconnect TME would simulate delays caused by using the inter-

connect and accessing the L2 cache. For simplicity, we assign each of

the aforementioned types of messages to its own network for modeling

purposes.

2. The L2 cache TME itself takes only one target cycle, as this can be easily

done without sacrificing simulator performance, and keeps all of the logic

for the L2 cache together in one TME.

3. The memory controller models DRAM latency and throughput.

To avoid having to model many different delays from each of the net-

works, it was decided that a single bulk-delay network model that encompasses

all of the latency in the interconnect would be sufficient. The bulk-delay model

uses the source and destination CoreIDs to determine approximately how many

cycles a message would take in some particular network topology that we wish

to model. Because memory reordering is mostly affected by variations in the

snoop latency, we attach this bulk-delay model to the snoop request network,

and assign a standard fixed-latency model to the other three networks.
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Moreover, because each snoop request can potentially generate as many

responses as the number of cores minus one, there must be enough host re-

sources and bandwidth to handle them all in a timely fashion so the simulator’s

performance is not degraded. To combat this, we pre-determine the last core

that would respond to a particular snoop based on the delay in the bulk-delay

model, and indicate in the request that only this core should respond to the

snoop request. Because the snoop latency is only dependent on the last core to

respond, this scheme works well to minimize the snoop response traffic without

losing fidelity. The limitation is that the snoop request and servicing delays

must be pre-determined, which is only possible for deterministic models such

as a bulk-delay model or a fixed-latency model.

Putting everything together, Figure 5.3 shows the TMEs and FastPorts

in the TM that model the previously described target behavior. For demon-

stration purposes, this diagram shows a target with 64 cores and an L2 cache

with 4 ports, which is our most commonly used configuration. The figure fo-

cuses on the modeling of the uncore, because the structure of the core’s model

looks very similar to that of a single target core, while the uncore’s model

appears fairly different from the target uncore.

In this diagram, each arrow represents one FastPort. However, the

P4, Distribution, and 1 versions are not the same multi-context queues as

previously mentioned FastPorts have been. They are specially adapted for use

in the uncore that is only one context, as explained in the legend.

Moreover, note that the four MT64 ports cross the core and uncore
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Figure 5.3: Timing model of target processor
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division, and in turn cross scheduling contexts. As stated in Section 4.4.3,

such crossings define the lookahead distance, because they are the only ways

in which the contexts can communicate. Specifically, the lookahead between

two contexts connected by an MT64 port is one less than the latency of that

port. In turn, the MT Scheduler sets the maximum allowable slack to be the

minimum of the lookahead distances implied by any of those MT64 ports.
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Chapter 6

Design Strategies

In this chapter, I collect some of the design patterns that were learned

through the implementation of the hardware aspect of SFFSim, and may be

generally applicable to designs of a similar nature, such as hardware-software

hybrid solutions. There are four broad areas of interest:

1. Optimizing for throughput in the face of non-deterministic host latencies

in hardware.

2. Optimizing for design complexity via centralized scheduling.

3. Managing complexity of timing model engines.

4. Optimizing for FPGA resources under performance constraints.

6.1 Throughput Optimization

One of the biggest challenges in the design of TMSim and the TM was

to be able to make forward progress and minimize the impact on simulator per-

formance in the face of non-deterministic latencies. Here, “non-deterministic

latencies” means that when a request is made for some data, it is not known
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how long the response will take, and only a vague and very long upper-bound

is available.

This is because the TM and FM work independently, and the TM in

hardware may require the software FM to generate the requested data. On

our host platform (Table 2.1), the round-trip latency from software to FPGA

and back is approximately 10 to 12 µs based on our empirical studies. For

our user logic on the FPGA, which runs at 125MHz, this is a staggering 1500

cycles that could be wasted if it blocked waiting for a response.

Hence, the goal is to hide the host latency by performing useful work

while such requests are outstanding. Afterwards, when the response arrives,

the work for the original request must be restarted.

6.1.1 Example: Trace Ingress

The first example of this type of behavior in our design is at the trace

ingress (Section 4.2). Because the TM fetches for the core indicated by the

round-robin MT Scheduler, there is no guarantee the FM has generated any

trace for that core and has populated the TIQ with it. Thus, when the ITIQ

queue is empty for a requested core, the TM must wait for the FM to populate

the ITIQ with the desired trace. In the meantime, it leverages hardware

multithreading to make forward progress on other cores that may have trace

available.

In order to keep the TM fed with instructions in the common case,

there are several implications: 1) the TM must treat its request as a split-phase
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transaction, 2) the TIQ must have enough buffer space, and 3) a request that

cannot be serviced immediately must be retried later, ideally at the earliest

time when it can be serviced.

To satisfy the first requirement, when the Fetch TME makes a fetch

request to TMSim, it puts the context’s data into a buffer with a tag as the

index. For this application, the tag is the CoreID because the TM must finish

fetching one instruction for a particular core before attempting to fetch the

next one for that core. When the response is returned, it includes the CoreID

and thus can be matched with the context’s data from the buffer. Then, the

Fetch TME can continue its work. There is no ordering necessary between the

requests and responses, as the FastPorts are designed to accept producers and

consumers in any order, and the barrier synchronization scheme in the Done

network can accept different Done contexts from every TME.

To fulfill the second requirement, the TIQ should have enough buffering

so that on average, the Fetch TME’s request can be serviced quickly. This

simply means the TIQ’s buffering must tolerate the round-trip latency between

the CPU and FPGA. Abstractly speaking, this means a minimum of 1500

cycle’s worth of trace entries, or 24KB. Realistically, it needs to be somewhat

larger due to the fact that I/O tends to come in bursts. In addition, because

there is physically an ITIQ and DTIQ, the software only observes the minimum

space in either one. Although a sizable chunk of memory, a single instance of

such buffering is still affordable on our Virtex 6 FPGA.

To meet the third requirement, we built the ITIQ’s fetch controller,
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described in Section 4.2.3. In essence, the controller can detect when entries

are available in the ITIQ and saves bandwidth by not sending extraneous

requests that have no chance of succeeding. Furthermore, it tries to fairly

select which requests are sent to the ITIQ.

In summary, these mechanisms allow for most of the Fetch TME’s re-

quests to be serviced in a timely fashion. In the case it cannot, the TME

can continue to make forward progress on other cores, thus hiding the non-

deterministic host latency.

6.1.2 Other Examples

A split-phase design similar to the one in fetch was chosen for the TM to

access TMSim’s Instruction Decode (Section 4.3) and Target Memory Oracle

(Section 4.5.2) services.

In the decoder, it is possible that the instruction trace has arrived and

was fetched by the Fetch TME, but the corresponding memory operands have

not. Under such circumstances, TMSim’s Instruction Decode cannot match

the micro-op with its memory operand and the crack operation must be retried.

We use a replay controller similar to the ITIQ’s fetch controller to manage new

and retried requests fairly.

For the TMO, there are two possible sources of non-determinism. First,

a load operation can cause an F-T divergence and generate a Reorder com-

mand. The command must be serviced by the FM before that core can make

any more progress. Second, because the TMO’s golden memory is typically
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maintained in DRAM and only a small portion is cached on the FPGA chip

itself, TMO accesses – both load and store operations – have unpredictable

host latency.

However, outside of these examples, other TMSim services, such as ac-

cessing the TTBs, have deterministic host latency to the response. For reading

from the TTBs, the latency is one cycle. This allows the TM to simply create

queues of requests and responses without needing a split-phase operation and

the buffer, which, while flexible, is cumbersome to write. TMSim can make

these guarantees because the Instruction Decode ensures all TTBs are properly

filled for the decoded micro-op before signaling done to the Decode TME.

6.1.3 Host Pipelining

In SFFSim-Bear, TMEs use host pipelines achieve the desired simu-

lation performance of one micro-op completed per FPGA host cycle. Fig-

ure 6.1 depicts three TME and their host pipelines used to model the timing

of three target stages. As previously stated in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.5, each

host pipeline stage executes a different context, while all contexts’ states are

loaded from and stored to FastPorts. Moreover, note that each host pipeline

can reorder the contexts within. Typically one of two reasons can cause this

phenomenon: 1) a micro-op from one context can be simulated more quickly

than that from another context (e.g. bubble vs. a valid micro-op), or 2) the

host pipeline uses a split-phase operation for non-deterministic host latencies,

and the responses can be returned in an arbitrary order.
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Figure 6.1: Usage of host pipelining and hardware multithreading

In a target that has a large number of contexts, one can start a new

context every host cycle. But with only a few contexts, they may not reach

the end of the host pipeline and be eligible for reactivation before the MT

Scheduler runs out of contexts to schedule. In fact, generally speaking, if

there are n stages in the host pipeline, it requires at least n contexts to be

fully utilized. Thus, a dilemma presents itself.

If, on one hand, one uses very few pipeline stages, it is possible to gain

full throughput of the simulator with very few cores. However, the FPGA cycle

time suffers as a result of having large pipeline stages. On the other hand,

one can aggressively pipeline the host execution resources, but requires a large
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number of cores in order to fully utilize all of the pipeline stages simultaneously.

This dilemma is present for all uses of hardware multithreading with

a host pipeline. Naturally, to be able to simulate a wide range of scenarios

with speed, it is best to choose a middle-of-the-road approach. This keeps the

FPGA frequency reasonable and requires a moderate number of core to reach

full simulation throughput.

In our designs, we strive to maintain an FPGA frequency of 125MHz

(i.e. roughly 100 million micro-ops per second, with difference due to potential

overhead), while requiring about 16 target cores to maintain full throughput.

6.2 Design Complexity Optimization

6.2.1 Centralized Scheduling

In a simulator with many contexts and many timing model engines,

one must determine which contexts should run on which TMEs on each host

cycle. Furthermore, there are global properties that need to be maintained

because both the contexts and TMEs communicate with one another.

After evaluating many different options, we settled on a global context

scheduler that activates a Ready context every host cycle, and allow the TMEs

to complete each context at their convenience. Once the context is Done at

every TME, it is eligible for reactivation. This scheme manifests as the MT

Scheduler and Ready/Done network (Sections 4.4.3, 4.4.4) in TMSim.

There are several advantages of using this kind of scheduling. First,
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there is no distributed scheduling at each TME. While a distributed scheduler

may be able to tolerate more disparities in target cycles, each one must enforce

lookahead and count target cycles.

In a centralized system, there is only one place at which lookahead is

enforced. All other components of the simulator need not worry about this

– once the global scheduler selects a Ready context, it must be executable.

Furthermore, because each TME is on the same target cycle for any given

context, one can freeze the simulator and be able to definitively tell on which

target cycle any particular context is. With a distributed scheduler, every

TME can be simulating a different target cycle for one context, making it

difficult to determine the state of the target and simulator as a whole and also

to debug if something goes awry.

Second, TMEs with a producer and consumer relationship can be sim-

ulated in any order and need not check buffering availability, as long as there

is at least one target cycle delay between the producer and consumer. Be-

cause all TMEs must be simulating the same target cycle for one context (or

not simulating that context at all), there is an upper bound of l + 1 buffering

required for a latency of l cycles between the producer and consumer. The

FastPort (Section 4.4.5) takes advantage of this fact and always creates l + 1

space, guaranteeing it can never overflow. Furthermore, it can never underflow

(i.e. dequeue when empty) because the minimum allowed latency is 1. Thus,

FastPorts do not need to check for full or empty when enqueuing and dequeu-

ing, respectively. This optimization significantly alleviates many critical path
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delays in the host FPGA.

Third, connections across simulator contexts, such as those connecting

the core to the uncore, also have similar benefits. Assume the latency between

two adjoining contexts is l, where l must be 1 or more cycles. The lookahead

distance based only on this connection is l − 1, although other connections

can further limit the allowable slack. For simplicity, we’ll assume the slack is

set to be s ≤ l − 1. Then, the upper bound for buffering in the cross-context

FastPort is l + s + 1. For a similar reason as above, the FastPort does not

need to check for overflow or underflow because the connecting contexts are

guaranteed to be within a certain window of target cycles, and buffering for

that window is always available.

6.2.2 Catching Up Slow Contexts

An enhancement to the MT Scheduler’s round-robin selector was the

addition of a fast ready queue. The goal was to give contexts that are slower

than others a chance to “catch up”, and restore the lookahead distance so it

can be used for latency tolerance in the future.

Figure 6.2 shows the advantage of the fast ready queue with a concrete

example. Suppose there are four cores executing on a two-stage, split-phase,

host pipeline described above. A normal operation takes just one cycle (i.e. the

two stages), but a long-latency operation in a host structure takes 10 cycles.

Furthermore, the maximum slack allowed is two cycles, and it takes one cycle

to reactivate a context after it signals Done.
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Figure 6.2: Example of “catching up” contexts

Initially every context is at target cycle 0 and they start executing in

round-robin fashion. Assume core 0 causes a long-latency operation in cycle

0. In turn, it completes the operation on cycle 11. Meanwhile, the simulator

can simulate target cycles 0, 1, and 2 of cores 1, 2, 3. Assume none of them

perform long-latency operations, then it would take 9 cycles to activate all of

them. Now the slack cycles have been exhausted, but core 0 gets its response

in cycle 11 and host cycles 4 - 10 have been put to good use. Note, in cycle

11, there are no activations because cores 1, 2, and 3 have used up all of their

slack – this is not as a result of suboptimal design, but simply due to the long

latency of the request compared to the slack allowed.

Unfortunately, at this point, core 0 is just starting target cycle 1, while
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the other three cores are already starting target cycle 3. Using a basic round-

robin scheduler as shown in part (a), the simulator would start experiencing

wasted cycles. Moreover, even if there are more long-latency operations in

other cores, the progress of the fast cores will still be bound by the slack from

core 0.

The solution is to allow slow contexts to catch up to the fast ones.

With the fast ready queue, when a context is Done, it is immediately checked

to see if it can be activated again. If so, it is placed on the fast ready queue

and sent out once it reaches the head of the queue. The fast ready queue

drastically reduces the reactivation latency of slow contexts, as shown in part

(b) of Figure 6.2, which would occur instead of the events in part (a).

Observe that after cycle 27 of part (a), using only the round-robin

scheduler, the cores are at target cycles {4, 7, 4, 6}, respectively. In contrast,

at the end of part (b), which adds the fast ready queue to the round-robin

scheduler, the cores are at target cycles {6, 7, 4, 7}. Not only have the cores

made more progress overall, core 0 has caught up to the rest of the cores. Only

core 2, which is waiting for a long-latency operation, is behind.

6.2.3 Leader in the Done Network

As an optimization, one can carefully choose the leader in the Done

network to allow Done contexts to return to the MT Scheduler faster (Sec-

tion 4.4.4). Ideally, and ironically, one should pick the leader to be the TME

that is slowest on average, i.e. taking the most host cycles to finish a context
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from activation.

As the leader gathers the Done signal from other TMEs once it finishes

a context, the slowest TME designated as leader would be able to make a

successful collection on first try. This avoids any overheads associated with

retrying requests if not all of the TMEs are finished by the time the leader is

finished.

However, often times it is not possible to select a TME that is always

the slowest, because the length of the host pipeline may vary depending on the

exact micro-op being executed on that cycle. Hence, one should simply pick a

TME that is most likely to be the slowest in a wide variety of circumstances.

6.3 TME Complexity Reduction

When designing the simulator, one must carefully choose the interfaces

and abstractions presented to writers of the timing model, such that it is

easy and intuitive to construct several TMEs modeling the timing of target

modules and connect them together to build up the complete timing model.

Furthermore, it should be easy to construct TMEs of different variations of

the target microarchitecture with the same functionality, and be able to plug-

and-play.

6.3.1 Composition with Hardware Multithreading

In SFFSim, the intention is that the TME’s designer would build a host

pipeline to utilize the host resources to execute the model, keeping in mind
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that such host pipelines must be compatible with hardware multithreading.

Namely, there would be a different context running in each of the host pipeline

stages. We provide the Ready/Done interface (Section 4.4.4) and a collection

of FastPorts (Section 4.4.5) to help the designer cope with this requirement.

This allows easily constructing the TM out of a pool of building blocks and

plug-and-play convenience for different blocks with the same functionality.

6.3.2 Storage of Target State

In addition, the TM’s writer should be able to easily read the infor-

mation included in the FM’s trace, such as the opcode, source and destina-

tion register IDs, for any given micro-op of any context. However, the TM

should not carry all of the target information within its target pipeline regis-

ters (i.e. FastPorts), due to the large amounts of space required at the host

level, but also the difficulty in managing the numerous fields present in the

instruction/micro-op. To ameliorate both problems, the target data is placed

into the TTBs (Section 4.4.1) and services are provided to the TM to read the

entries based on the CoreID and a pointer into the TTB.

6.3.3 Connection of TMEs and Zero-Delay Paths

The last aspect is to have a flexible and wide range of connections

available between TMEs, i.e. FastPorts. Currently, our FastPorts can model

a variety of connections between target pipeline stages, but we do not support

a wire – a zero-delay path between two modules.
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There is a significant difference between a zero-delay path and a one-

delay path. Fundamentally, there is a simulation ordering required between

two modules connected with a zero-delay path. In particular, the producer

module must be simulated first and produce its output, and then the consumer

module is simulated, reading the output just produced. Simulating the two

modules in the opposite order would be clearly illegal in target semantics.

Yet if there is at least one cycle of delay between two target modules,

we can simulate their TMEs in any order with the current guarantees of the

MT Scheduler. Precisely, the scheduler allows the simulation of only one target

cycle of any particular context to be in-progress in the simulator. Of course,

the FastPort also guarantees buffer space availability as per Section 6.2.1.

We originally devised ports that can model wires in the target in order

to satisfy the widest range of possible scenarios. Together with the TMEs

themselves, these ports can enforce the ordering necessary to properly simulate

target modules connected by zero-delay paths. Essentially, each TME must

check the readiness of its inputs from the ports even when the context is

already activated by the scheduler. If the producer TME has not yet produced

its output, then the context must wait or be retried at the consumer TME.

Unfortunately, this added complexity extends to all ports and TMEs,

because the interface to the port must be the same regardless of the latency it

models, in order to support the plug-and-play functionality. Specifically, the

additional support for zero-delay paths required keeping track of the readi-

ness of inputs and checking them at each TME. Furthermore, the order of
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checks becomes significant to avoid deadlocks, due to the ordering restrictions

required for zero-delay paths.

In the end, it was decided that the complexity to support zero-delay

paths between target modules outweighed the benefits. Thus the wire model

was dropped, greatly simplifying the design of the final FastPorts.

With FastPorts, if a wire is absolutely required between two target

modules, the TME writer would have to map the target modules in question

into a single TME. In some cases, it may be possible to avoid combining the

target modules into a single TME and instead adjust the delay in the preceding

or subsequent FastPort to account for the one-cycle difference, resulting in the

same overall timing.

6.3.4 FastPorts and Stall Logic

A typical use of zero-delay paths in the target is at the stall logic of a

strict pipeline, in which a later stage can stall all earlier stages immediately

upon detection of a stall condition. Because there are no FastPorts that rep-

resent a wire, modeling the target in this precise manner is not possible with

FastPorts. However, one can achieve the same stall effect and the same tim-

ings if the target semantics around the stall logic were slightly modified, but

still encapsulated within a FastPort.

More precisely, the propagation of the stall signal would take one cycle

latency from the stalling stage to all earlier stages. Compared to the original

target stall logic, the TMEs of all earlier stages would produce one more ele-
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Consumer
Not stalled Stalled

Producer
Not stalled 1→ 1 1→ 2

Stalled 2→ 1 2→ 2

Table 6.1: Number of entries in FastPort at the start and end of a target cycle
in the case of stalls

ment before they receive the stall signal, and would buffer it in the two-entry

FIFO of the FastPort (Section 4.4.5).

When the stalling stage de-asserts the stall signal, it would also take one

additional cycle to reach the earlier stages. Thus, when execution resumes,

the TMEs of those earlier stages produce one fewer element than with the

original target stall logic. This offsets the extra element produced earlier, and

the stall is accomplished without any additional buffer requirements, and with

the same overall target timings.

The additional space used in fashion does not conflict with the addi-

tional space required due to arbitrary producer-consumer ordering as described

in Section 6.2.1. This is because the usage of the additional entry due to or-

dering can only happen when both the producer and consumer are not stalled,

whereas the usage of that space for the stall logic occurs only when the con-

sumer is stalled and the producer has not. Table 6.1 details how many entries

are at the start and end of a target cycle in each scenario.
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6.4 FPGA Resource Optimization

Broadly speaking, there are three types of memories available on our

Virtex 6 FPGA – similar to almost any commercial FPGA product – as de-

tailed in Table 6.2.

The fastest type is a flip-flop, or register when several bits are grouped

together. An array of registers can be created by the addition of address

MUXing, resulting in register files. Flip-flops can be read by any number of

consumers and written once per cycle, but they are the most expensive form

of storage in area. Typically, flip-flops are spread across the entire FPGA chip

and there are several in each logic slice.

For larger chunks of data, the FPGA provides Block RAMs, each of

which contains 36 kilobits on the Virtex 6. Each Block RAM has a pre-

determined width for its entries: 36 bits, 18 bits, or 9 bits. Larger entries can

be made by combining several Block RAMs. Indexing is taken care of by the

FPGA, saving valuable MUXes that would otherwise be used for selecting an

entry. Unlike registers, Block RAMs have only two ports, of which only one

can write on any given cycle. Moreover, a read operation takes one additional

cycle. They are further restricted because of their limited numbers and their

Memory Number Unit Storage Total Storage
Flip-flop (register) 301,400 1 bit 301 Kb

LUTRAM 58,400 64 bits 3,738 Kb
Block RAM 416 36 Kb 14,976 Kb

Table 6.2: Data storage available on Xilinx Virtex 6 LX240T FPGA
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physical placement in stripes across the FPGA, which may cause long routing

times to reach user logic.

The middle approach is LUTRAM or distributed RAM. LUTRAMs are

re-purposed lookup tables (LUTs). Instead of performing the logic function,

they store user data. For a Virtex 6, the LUTs have 6 inputs, so they are

good for storing up to 64 1-bit entries each, with all of the address MUXing

included. Grouping several of them together allows larger entries to be made.

The LUTRAM has one read port and one write port, and can be read within

a single cycle. The advantage of LUTRAMs is that they are much more

abundant than Block RAMs, and more densely packed than registers.

For any FPGA application, selecting the right type of storage has signif-

icant impacts on the outcome in terms of meeting FPGA resource and timing

constraints, but also on the ease of design. In many cases, the choice of storage

structure is plainly obvious. For very large amounts of data, one must use the

Block RAM. For temporary variables that must be accessed frequently, one

should use registers.

6.4.1 Example: Memory Mapping for FastPorts

In our application, there are several examples in which one type is not

obviously better than another type. For example, FastPorts is a common

example of data storage required in our design. The width of each entry in the

FastPort is moderate (about 20 – 30 bits), because we leave the majority of the

target data in the TTBs (which clearly must be Block RAMs). Furthermore,
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there is only a limited number of entries in the FastPort. For a typical 64-core

target, a FastPort modeling a target pipeline register requires just 128 entries.

In this case, using a Block RAM that has 1024 36-bit entries for each

FastPort seems wasteful, especially considering there are only 416 Block RAMs

on chip. However, using registers requires explicit MUXing logic for 128 entries

and would severely drain the number of flip-flops due to the moderate-sized

data involved. Thus, the best choice was LUTRAMs, which offer 64 1-bit

entries each. In fact, if the FastPort had n-bit wide data entries per core, it

requires just 2n LUTRAMs to hold all of the data, plus a set of 2-to-1 MUXes

for selecting one of the two sets of 64 entries. When n is just 20 to 30, that is

a small number of LUTRAMs used for FastPorts, relative to the total number

of them available on chip.

6.4.2 Example: Memory Mapping for Multi-context Buffers

In many multi-context buffers, the data is stored in one large buffer

while read and write pointers are used to manage the data store. Often times,

the data fits well within Block RAMs, but the choice of storage for the read

and write pointers is much more ambiguous. These pointers are required one

per core and may be up to 8 bits wide. As with FastPorts, they can be cheaply

stored in LUTRAMs, with just 8 LUTRAMs for 8-bit wide pointers supporting

up to 64 target cores. More cores require proportionally more LUTRAMs and

a set of addressing MUXes to select between them.

However, LUTRAMs provide only one read port and one write port,
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both of which would be required to increment the pointer in question when the

buffer it points to is modified. If the pointers are only needed for this purpose,

LUTRAMs would suffice. But if one wishes to compute a full or empty signal

based on the pointers, there are no ports left to read pointers out. In that

case, short of reducing the host throughput, one must use a register file to

increase the number of available read ports.

6.4.3 Example: Critical Path and Memory Mapping for Bulk-Delay
Model

The last example, the bulk-delay model, is a much larger problem that

was tackled during the implementation of the TM. The goal was to model the

delay between any source and destination core, such that the ingress and egress

capacity is one message per target cycle. For any message to be sent, a table

or algorithm is consulted to determine the desired cycle time in the future

at which it should appear at the destination, assuming there is no network

contention.

If multiple messages have the same desired cycle time to be delivered,

all except one would be delayed by a cycle. This process may repeat for the

next cycle if there are many messages attempting to deliver within a short

time span. Thus, the actual delivery time may be after the desired time if

there is contention. The maximum possible delay should be on the order of

256 target cycles, but each target core has a limited number of outstanding

requests, say 32 (i.e. it cannot fill up all 256 cycles with 256 messages). Again
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for this example, we’ll assume the commonly-used configuration of 64 target

cores.

In addition, for simulator performance reasons, the host pipeline la-

tency must be less than the number of cores on average. Note that in our

scenario, not all of the cores are communicating with each other on every cy-

cle, so if the pipeline takes a small constant time plus the the number of cores

active in sending or receiving messages, then the performance goal is satisfied.

However, the pipeline cannot take time equal to or more than the total number

of cores every target cycle, even when no/few cores are active.

Therefore, the construction of the bulk-delay model has two key chal-

lenges: 1) enough buffering must be provided to efficiently store at least 256

cycles’ worth of target data for at least 64 target cores, 2) the latency of the

host pipeline must satisfy the condition above.

As the data within each message is approximately 32 bits, naively im-

plementing 256 cycles’ worth of buffering would require a staggering

256 cycles× 64 cores× 32 bits = 512 Kb.

Such large amounts of storage for just one target module is essentially unfea-

sible in an FPGA, and becomes absurd if one recalls that only 32 outstanding

entries of the 256 cycles could possibly be valid. Even if such sizes could po-

tentially fit inside Block RAMs, such an implementation is almost certainly

not going to meet the performance requirements for the host pipeline latency.
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Hence, a better solution was required. The first observation is that

the naive version of the data structure is sparse. And just like in software,

with sparse data structures, indirection can help reduce the memory footprint.

Thus, we place the target data into a densely packed Block RAM with 32

entries for each of the 64 cores. This requires a total of 2048 entries of 32 bits

each, or two Block RAMs. This structure suffices as the functional portion of

the bulk-delay model – all it does is store data until delivery time.

For the timing portion, one can imagine a rotating buffer of 256 target

cycles, where a “current” pointer denotes the index of the current target cy-

cle, and the index before that would be the most distant cycle in the future.

Within each entry in the buffer, a valid pointer indicates a message exists to

be delivered on that target cycle, and a null token denotes there is no message.

Put another way, there is a 5-bit pointer (due to 32 outstanding requests) and

another bit to indicate if the pointer is valid or not.

Then we come up with the following protocol:

• On insertion of a message destined for core i, read up to 32 valid bits of

core i starting at the desired cycle time at which the message should be

delivered. Find the first cycle that is not already occupied by a message,

and insert the new message there. It’s guaranteed that at least one of the

32 spaces will be a null token, because there are at most 32 outstanding

requests for that core.

• On extraction, read all cores’ valid bits for the current cycle. For the
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valid ones, read the pointer field and dequeue the message that it points

to from the functional portion.

To meet the performance requirements, we separate the pointer field

from the valid bits, because the valid bits need to be used quite frequently for

determining which cycle a message should be delivered.

Because the pointers are only written once and then read once, the two

ports for Block RAMs suffice. Accordingly, we put these 5-bit fields into Block

RAMs with 256 entries per core, taking up four Block RAMs.

Unfortunately, the data structure of the valid bits required to meet the

host latency goal is trickier. On one hand, we need to read 32 valid bits of a

single core in constant time, to determine the target cycle at which a message

will end up. It would be unacceptable to read just one bit at a time iteratively.

On the other hand, we need to read the valid bits for all cores at the current

target cycle to determine which cores have valid messages that need to be

delivered. Again, it would be unacceptable to scan all of the cores to deliver

the valid messages.

At this point, if we wished to maintain the performance goals, more

resources are needed than a single memory structure can provide. Thus, the

data structure for the valid bits is replicated, once in LUTRAM and once in

Block RAM, but in two different orientations.

• In LUTRAM, the data is indexed by CoreID, and contains all 256 target

cycles’ worth of valid bits in each entry. This requires 256 LUTRAMs,
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but allows reading all 32 valid bits (in fact, all 256 of them) in one host

cycle. It would take one or two more host cycles to shift the data (up to

255 places) into the correct position starting at the desired cycle time,

but that can be pipelined.

• In Block RAM, the data is indexed by target cycle, and contains all 64

cores’ valid bits in each entry. This requires two Block RAMs as there are

256 entries of 64 bits each. This allows reading and clearing all 64 cores’

valid bits for the current target cycle in just two host cycles, and then

spending only the necessary host cycles to extract the valid messages

instead of scanning all of them.

Of course, all of this complexity is for naught if we cannot keep the

two replicated structures synchronized. For insertion, the LUTRAM’s valid

bit can be set after it is read, which would use both ports of the LUTRAM.

In addition, we must use a read-modify-write operation on the Block RAM

for each message inserted. Conveniently, during extraction, the Block RAM is

only read once for all of the cores, and written once to clear the valid bits for

all of the cores. Thus, both ports are free for the rest of the host pipeline to

perform the read-modify-write operation.

For extraction, the LUTRAM’s valid bit for the current cycle must be

unset for all of the cores that have a message being delivered at the current

target cycle. This can be overlapped with insertions if there is also a message

being inserted for that core. However, if the core has only an extracted message
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Figure 6.3: Timing portion of the bulk-delay model

but no inserted message, then we need to use extra host cycles to unset them.

At the beginning of the target cycle, it can be determined which cores require

these extra host cycles to have its current valid bit unset, and they are written

whenever the LUTRAM’s ports are not used.

Figure 6.3 shows the timing portion of the bulk-delay model as de-

scribed above.
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In the end, we are able to meet both the buffering and performance

requirements of the bulk-delay model. For buffering, we use just eight Block

RAMs, 256 LUTRAMs, and a few hundred registers to simulate what is a

fairly large amount of target buffering. For performance, the number of host

cycles required is the number of cores with either an inserted or an extracted

message plus a small constant. Because the common case is such that not all

of the cores are active, this fulfills the host pipeline latency requirement.

Overall, this design, although somewhat complex, shows that with the

careful selection of memory structures and arrangements of data, a designer

can achieve high performance even within the constraints of a tight resource

budget.
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Chapter 7

Fault Injection Framework

While SFFSim is well-suited for modeling the performance of a micro-

processor, we enhance it in this chapter with the fault injection framework to

further improve its usefulness and show its extensibility to characterize many

different metrics of the target processor.

The goal of the fault injection framework is to give researchers and

designers the ability to conduct fault injection campaigns [10] in the target

microprocessor. This means that faults would be intentionally inserted (in-

jected) into particular locations in the microprocessor and the effects observed

and categorized. From these results, one can deduce how microarchitectural

structures and software applications may be vulnerable to particular faults,

and possible mitigating solutions. Furthermore, by performing many trial

runs in which faults are injected into many different locations, one can make

statistical interpretations of the results and evaluate the effectiveness of any

fault detection or correction mechanisms.
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Figure 7.1: Steps to inject and model faults in the target

7.1 Fault Injection Overview in SFFSim

To effectively model faults through the target processor in SFFSim, we

divide the task into several steps. Figure 7.1 shows a baseline implementation

of these steps.

The first step, called fault scheduling, starts in the timing model and

determines the location and time of the fault first appearing in the microar-

chitecture. This can be found by a lower-level (e.g. gate-level) simulator, or

by the user’s explicit instruction on when and where it should occur, or by a

probabilistic model that generates faults based on statistical parameters pro-
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vided by the user. In the baseline example, faults are being injected into the

Execute TME, which could be used to model, for instance, corruption in the

ALU result.

When a fault is scheduled, we assign a fault tag based on its source and

nature. For example, one might assign single-bit corruptions in the ALU one

particular tag, whereas faults from the register read stage are given a different

tag. The usage of the tag is up to the user and allows him/her to identify the

source and nature of the fault later on.

Then, the fault tag is attached to the micro-op it affects and propagates

through the pipeline in the TM in the same fashion as a real fault would on

a real machine. This propagation includes potentially being copied to other

micro-ops via bypass paths. However, instead of having the actual corrupted

value(s) flow through the pipeline, the fault is tracked using its fault tag, which

represents the corrupted value(s) in the pipeline.

The tag continues through the TM’s pipeline until it reaches an archi-

tectural state element such as an architectural register or memory, or can affect

the instruction fetch path in the target. Either of these conditions triggers the

fault monitoring step, in which the TM generates a Fault Manifestation com-

mand to return to the FM. Such a command includes the fault tag, instruction

number, micro-op number, register ID affected, etc. In Figure 7.1, the fault

monitor steps occurs in the Writeback TME – when the architectural registers

are being written with possibly corrupted values.
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Lastly, the FM receives the fault command and determines the actual

bits of the architectural register or memory corrupted. This step is called fault

manifestation. At this point, the FM corrupts its target state accordingly, thus

making the fault visible to the application running on the target processor.

More concisely, the TM determines when and where a fault occurs, and

the FM determines what the corrupted value would be.

7.2 Support for Fault Injection in the Timing Partition

To add fault injection capabilities in the timing partition, we provide

the necessary support in TMSim and several helper modules that can be added

to TMEs to introduce fault scheduling and fault monitoring in the TM.

7.2.1 Fault Scheduling

For fault scheduling, a fault scheduler module is placed adjacent to any

TME into which faults will be injected. They represent the fault generation

and propagation behavior of the target module being modeled by the TME.

When the fault scheduler determines a fault has occurred, it outputs a fault

tag associated with itself. Typically, this fault tag is an ID representing the

TME to which the fault scheduler is coupled.

In addition to deciding when a fault occurs, the fault scheduler must

also propagate fault tags previously generated in the pipeline. During the

course of propagation, the fault scheduler can decide to keep the previous

fault intact, modify its fault tag, or mask it altogether, depending on the
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behavior of the target module in question.

We provide several generic fault schedulers that implement commonly

used fault injection criteria, such as probability-based, user-specified cycle

count, etc. Of course, the user can also create custom fault schedulers that

determine when a fault should occur or propagate.

7.2.2 Fault Monitoring

When the fault tag is generated, it is bundled with the rest of the micro-

op and follows it through the TM’s pipeline. It may pass through several stages

and fault schedulers before reaching an architectural state element. Examples

of architectural state elements include the architectural register file, program

counter, condition code register, and memory. Note that memory includes

the cache, even though caches are generally not considered program-visible

components. This is because caches contain copies of values in main memory,

which is a program-visible component, and any corrupted values written to

cache will eventually be written back to main memory.

Of course, throughout the propagation, the tag may replicate as it

corrupts other micro-ops’ state, or it may disappear because its effect is masked

in the microarchitecture, in which case it has no architectural effect.

A straightforward helper module called the fault monitor is instantiated

in the TMEs where a fault can affect any of the above architectural state

elements. For registers, this often occurs in the writeback stage of the target’s

pipeline. For memory, this occurs at the point where the memory access is
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considered “completed” – the TMO in our case (Section 4.5.2). The fault

monitor detects fault tags, collects the necessary information regarding the

fault, and generates the Fault Manifestation command to be sent to the FM.

As before, the Simulator Command Controller and rest of the TMSim

infrastructure (Sections 4.5.3, 4.6) perform the necessary actions to physically

send out the command and receive the command response. As with any other

command, the faulting core is halted while the command is being serviced by

software.

After the FM services the Fault Manifestation command, it would re-

send and potentially update the instruction trace and/or the memory operands

as a result of the corruption. However, this can only happen to trace entries

that were transient within the trace channel when the command was sent.

It could not update any instruction or operands already in the TM’s

pipeline, because the target itself certainly could not have observed the cor-

ruption. In the case of data forwarding, the fault schedulers in the target

propagate the fault tag, and is not a job for the FM. Therefore, this kind of

command response is identical to the ones previously discussed in Section 4.5.4,

and would be handled accordingly by existing logic.

Faults in Target Memory

It should be noted that the above general procedure for fault monitoring

and manifestation applies in all cases to faults affecting target architectural

registers. However, for faults affecting target memory, the procedure differs
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slightly if the Target Memory Oracle is used by the TM.

If it is not used, the procedure is the same as above. But with the

TMO, the golden version of the target memory is maintained by the oracle,

and is not the functional version used by the FM. Hence, corruption of memory

operands should affect the golden TMO memory, not the FM’s copy.

As such, the fault monitoring and fault manifestation steps occur at

the point of access to the TMO, which is also the point at which the target

is considered to have performed its memory access. The fault monitor detects

the fault tag for a memory operand and immediately goes to the manifestation

step, generating the corrupted value. The corrupted value can be generated

directly in hardware using a simple mechanism (e.g. corrupt a random bit),

or a request can be made to software if a detailed datapath simulation is

required to compute the target-correct value. Such a request to software does

not constitute a “command” to the FM as described heretofore. It is simply a

request to software to aid in the computation of a difficult task for the FPGA.

Once the golden memory is corrupted, the fault is considered to have

manifested itself in architectural state. No Fault Manifestation commands are

sent to the FM. Any subsequent loads from the corrupted location in memory

will consult the TMO, and therefore will load the corrupted value. This may

trigger the standard Reorder command to FM that would then corrupt the

FM’s copy of target memory.
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7.3 Support for Fault Injection in the Functional Par-
tition

7.3.1 Fault Manifestation

The final step to inject a fault into the simulator is fault manifestation.

In this step, the target processor state in the FM is modified, allowing the

program running on the target to observe the effects of the injected fault.

Upon receiving the Fault Manifestation command, the FM determines

the new, corrupt value of any registers that are affected by the fault, and

changes the actual values in the target state. The FM uses the fault tag and

other target information to determine which bit(s) of which register(s) are

corrupted by the fault.

In the simplest case, the FM can use a random number generator to

pick one bit corrupted by a single-bit error. In a more complicated scenario,

the FM can even call a software model of the processor’s internal datapaths

to determine precisely how the bits could have been modified in the microar-

chitecture. (Note, the performance implications of such a design is mitigated

by the fact that transient faults typically occur very infrequently.)

Once the FM has corrupted its state, it replies back to the Fault Man-

ifestation command, with any corrected trace entries necessary to reflect the

occurrence of the fault.
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Chapter 8

Related Work

Many previous works have explored the areas of simulation and mi-

croprocessor reliability. The following sections describe the related works in

these areas. Performance of particular simulators are given as approximate

estimates, so that general comparisons can be made. Precise numbers depend

on a wide range of simulation parameters and target models during actual use.

8.1 Software-based Simulators

QEMU [3] is a machine emulator that relies on dynamic binary trans-

lation to execute the target’s software. It models all of the ISA functionality,

but does not incorporate any timing models of any particular implementation.

As it is functional-only, QEMU has very respectable performance, at over 100

MIPS for the x86 version. In fact, our own SFFSim’s functional model is

heavily modified from QEMU.

Simics [15] is a full-system simulator that can target a wide range

of ISAs (e.g. x86, Alpha, SPARC, Power). Simics defaults to using fast

functional-only simulation but can import detailed microarchitectural models

when desired. Using a simplistic processor model, Simics can achieve speeds of
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8 MIPS. As expected, a detailed out-of-order microarchitectural model would

reduce performance (< 1 MIPS).

SimpleScalar [2] is a microarchitecture-level simulator, which is cycle-

accurate to a particular target. SimpleScalar models a uniprocessor system

capable of out-of-order execution. With such microarchitectural details, it

performs at around 1 – 3 MIPS [11] [18].

More recent developments that separate the functional and timing par-

titions include the M5 [4], GEMS [16], PTLsim [26], and SESC [19] simulators,

all of which allow users to accurately model multicore or multiprocessor sys-

tems, possibly with out-of-order, superscalar cores. As they provide more com-

plex models in multicore/multiprocessor dimension, they are typically slower

than SimpleScalar. Undoubtedly, the simulation performance depends on the

complexity of the target model, but typically one can expect performance in

the range of 25 KIPS – 1 MIPS.

8.2 Accelerating Simulations

Due to these slow rates of simulation, many previous works have ex-

plored ways to make simulators faster. Penry, et. al. [22] use automated par-

allelization and hardware integration to speed up simulation of CMPs. Miller,

et. al. [17] introduce Graphite to simulate large multiprocessor systems, but

use weak synchronization between cores to speed up simulator throughput.

Sherwood, et. al. [23] use offline analysis of a program to determine its
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phase behavior. Then, detailed simulation is performed only for the represen-

tative portions of the program, reducing the work required of the simulator.

Alameldeen, et. al. [1] develop a suite of testbenches that model the behav-

ior of large commercial workloads and is simple enough to be simulated on a

desktop PC.

There are numerous ways and other works to improve simulator per-

formance, and of course, not all can be listed here.

8.3 FPGA-based Simulators

To exploit fine-grained parallelization, several research groups have

built hardware-accelerated solutions using FPGAs. Of course, one disadvan-

tage of hardware is that its development is more involved than software, and

requires careful management of resources available on the FPGA.

ProtoFlex [9] is a hybrid hardware-software simulator like SFFSim. It

models a SPARC V9 multicore processor’s functionality, but in terms of timing,

it has only a cache model. Using a feature known as “transplanting,” the user

needs to build only the commonly used target functionality in the FPGA

while leaving the rarely-used but complex operations in a software simulator.

ProtoFlex can simulate at 45 MIPS.

HAsim [20] places both the functional and timing models in the FPGA

and uses the timing-directed simulation methodology. It supports multicore

target models running the Alpha ISA and has an out-of-order core microarchi-
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tecture. For this model, the simulation speed is about 5 MIPS. However, as

both the functional and timing models reside on-chip, the hardware resources

constrain the complexity of the processor being modeled. Such limitations may

make it difficult to model a complex instruction set architecture and target

microarchitecture, such as an x86 out-of-order core. SFFSim alleviates this

problem by leaving the functional model in the software, thus eliminating the

resource-hungry target datapaths and computation units in the FPGA.

RAMP Gold [24], similar to HAsim, places both the functional and

timing models in the FPGA. However, it differs from HAsim by using the

functional-first methodology to link the two models. The target is a multi-

core processor using the SPARC V8 ISA with an IPC-of-1 core model and a

non-coherent cache/memory hierarchy model. In this configuration, it is able

perform extremely well – achieving 90 MIPS. However, for a similar reason as

HAsim, placing the functional model in the FPGA requires hardware resources

to support the target’s functionality, and thus hinders development to support

complex ISAs such as x86.

8.4 Fault Modeling

Modeling faults in simulation can be done at many different levels.

For high accuracy, one can choose a gate-level simulator. Unfortunately, the

software-based tools are even slower than their microarchitecture-level coun-

terparts, and are essentially unusable for architectural evaluation. Instead,

one can use an FPGA-based prototyping or emulation system and place the
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gate-level design into the FPGA. An example is CrashTest [21], which allows

the user to analyze the resilience of their designs in FPGA. Of course, the

drawback is that the entire design must fit within the FPGA, which may not

be the case for modern superscalar microprocessors. Furthermore, the RTL

code of the target must be available to use gate-level simulation.

Wang, et. al. [25] uses a latch-accurate Verilog model to categorize

the behavior of faults. Due to the low speed of simulation, the authors are

only able to run the detailed simulation for up to 10,000 cycles after a fault is

injected.

SWAT-Sim [14] is a software-based simulation framework that combines

microarchitecture and gate-level simulations. It uses the gate-level simulator

to accurately capture the details of faults, while the microarchitectural model

can run faster for components or time periods without faults. This method

incurs a 3x overhead over software microarchitecture-level simulators.

Instead of running simulations, other researches opted to run the soft-

ware natively. In SWIFT-R and TRUMP [6], the authors instrumented pro-

gram binaries to add faults. However, this clearly disturbs the microarchitec-

tural state of the processor, and limits injections of faults into architectural

state. In addition, because the physical hardware is being used, a single ma-

chine cannot model the behavior of many different configurations of hardware,

nor can it model any future processors still under design.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

In this thesis, I introduced SFFSim, a cycle-accurate, microarchitecture-

level simulator controller that implements the SFF methodology. SFFSim uti-

lizes a hybrid software-hardware design across the functional-timing division

to improve simulation throughput while maintaining high fidelity to the target

by accounting for the effects of F-T divergence.

Then, I described the design and implementation of the timing partition

of SFFSim. In particular, TMSim is the timing controller that allows efficient

timing models to be built for SFFSim. It handles tasks such as trace input,

decoding, hardware multithreading, detecting F-T divergence, and command

and status output. Its design is optimized for high throughput and can tolerate

long latencies between hardware and software.

For demonstrating the effects of F-T divergence, I built an SFFSim x86

CMP timing model, creating SFFSim-Bear. The target processor contains up

to 256 pipelined cores and a detailed memory hierarchy, including private L1

caches, a shared L2 cache, and an on-chip network to connect them.

Afterward, the design patterns and insights learned from this experience

are summarized in hopes that readers can benefit from our implementation
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efforts. Examples include ways to tolerate high latency, maximize simulator

throughput, improve context scheduling, and optimize FPGA resource usage.

Lastly, I described a fault injection framework built on SFFSim that

establishes its extensibility and usefulness in other areas of simulation. The

framework allows users to employ fault injection to evaluate their processors’

vulnerabilities and the effectiveness of any resiliency mechanisms.

In conclusion, building a microarchitecture-level, hybrid software-FPGA

simulator is not as simple as a software-only simulator. However, the experi-

ence and result can be highly rewarding and well worth the design and imple-

mentation efforts. Using the execution model and design techniques described

in this thesis, one can build a simulator that is fast, accurate, flexible, and ex-

tensible, giving architects the tools they need to design microprocessors today

and into the future.

As always, there remains many areas for improvement. For example, a

more sophisticated model representing a superscalar, out-of-order target core

would greatly benefit the study of complex modern microprocessors. Further-

more, the fault injection framework could be integrated with a gate-level model

when available, so that injection of faults can be simulated more precisely.
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